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ScreenDance Festival is screening independent
dance films from around the world.
23th April - 1 May 2022 in collaboration with Dansmuseet
Venue: Dansmuseet
Price: 100 kr. Pre-purchase a ticket at https://billetto.se
or Dansmuseet box office. Limited number of seats.

Online 200 kr Festivalpass or 100 kr ticket.
Pre-purchase a ticket here https://billetto.se
Kulturnatten
Price: Free during The Stockholm Culture Night!
https://kulturnattstockholm.se

CURATORS, INTERNATIONAL/ 1-MINUTE
Nicola Hepp

Cyntia Botello

Filmmaker currently
conducting research
into Dance and Film,
supported by the
Prins Bernhard
Cultuurfonds in
the Netherlands.

Freelance dancer,
choreographer and
filmmaker.

JURY MEMBERS, SWEDISH SELECTION
Klara Berggren

Eytan Sivak

Dansmuseet,
museum educator,
program producer
and film editor.

Choreographer, filmmaker
and photographer. Eytan
worked internationally as
a dancer in companies
as The Scapino Ballet in
Holland and The Cullberg Ballet in Sweden.
He is presently also head
teacher at the Ballet
Academy of Stockholm.

Anna Holter
Choreographer, dancer, actress internationally since -97.
Led the dance company Anna Holter +
Company in Germany and worked on
stages like Teatro alla
Scala Milan and with
choreographers like
Rosemary Butcher.

WELCOME TO THE 9TH EDITION
OF SCREENDANCE FESTIVAL ONLINE!
ScreenDance Festival presents this year online and live screenings. We
adapted to the circumstances during the pandemic and we still have to
continue supporting the filmmakers and audiences by presenting a combination of online and live events. We thank to all artists and audiences for the
support and we hope this year we can present a unique experience again for
everyone. The festival is taking place in April. We start with online screenings
of the International Selection with four different blocks each day. We are also
screening two different blocks of dance films of the International Selection
during the open hours at Dansmuseet in Stockholm.
As last year we are screening a digital screening of the 1-Minute Selection
during The Stockholm Culture Night in Stockholm. A digital broadcast talk
with Q&A will be held with the filmmakers after the screening program. In
this 9th edition of the festival Anna Holter + Company in collaboration with
our festival presents Moving Isolation – a digital dance project, an artistic
diary, a series of short films with artists from all over the world. The film is a
collection of short films, four to six minutes long. The audience meet freelancing artists, dancers and choreographers stuck in isolation in their homes,
refusing to sit still. Starting with the first film from April 2020. This is their
artistic diary, written in the shadows of the restrictions of a pandemic.
The Swedish Selection will be screen the 29th of April at Dansmuseet in
Stockholm. The top three and the two winners (1st and the 2nd place) will
be announced during the award ceremony. The winner filmmakers will be
awarded with two artistic residencies to continue their work on screen
dance. One in Jönköping and the other in Stockholm, Sweden. This thanks
to our partners Kultur och Utveckling/Dans, Region Jönköpings län and
Studiefrämjandet in Stockholm. This year we are very proud to present
61 contemporary films and submissions. Beautiful, exciting, different,
amusing and truly inspiring works from all around the world.
To reach new audiences we will be continuously presenting online
screenings of the films. Thank you very much to every one that has been
making ScreenDance Festival bigger. And thank you for watching us

Cyntia Botello
Freelance dancer,
choreographer and
filmmaker.

online and att Dansmuseet. Enjoy!

CYNTIA BOTELLO
Founder and Director ScreenDance Festival

SCREENDANCE FESTIVAL IN COLLABORATION WITH ANNA
HOLTER PRESENTS:

MOVING ISOLATION - AN ARTISTIC DIARY
THURSDAY 28th 18.00 - 20.00

Initiator, director and film editor: Anna Holter
Choreographers and dancers:
Alacoque Ntome, Adrián Castelló, Bernadette Leitner, Bernardo San Rafael, Carolina Czechowska, Chiharu Mamiya, Darwin Diaz, Elena Kofiná, Elodie Lavoignat, Elisa
Marschall, Francesca Perrucci, Hayato Yamaguchi, Hu-Han Hu, Iza Szostak, Karen Bößer,
Makoto Sakorai, Paula Helander, Phaedra Pisimisi, Ruth Rebekka Hansen, Yuta Hamagushi, Anna Holter Music (1st – 3rd and 5th and 8th edition): Toni Martin Dobrzanski
Music (4th , 6th and 8th edition): Christian Heiss Music (7th edition): Michael Heilrath
Dramaturge support: Johannes Schmid.

A project by Anna Holter + Company in collaboration with Goethe Institut
Warschau and Goethe Institut Schweden , the Swedish Arts Council and The
Swedish Arts Grants Committee

- An artistic diary, a series of short films written by
artists in the shadows of Covid19 -

As the first Lockdown was called out March 2020 and marked a change in
most people’s everyday lives worldwide, I gathered a group of freelance
artists. Online. It was a spontaneous attempt to keep being creative, keep
moving forwards together, yet far apart. But also, to have an exchange with
one another about this unique moment in time, never experienced before.
The films show true love for dance and how dance can bring us together.
But it also reveals a freelance dancer’s fragile work structure. After the
first meeting, March 2020, there was a strong wish to continue and so the
result is today a series of eight short films with a total of 40 minutes. The
films have won great attention worldwide, among others won first price at
the Feel Good Short Film Festival in UK, First Prize for best European first
time director in Rome Italy, was broadcasted at The New York Independent
Film Festival, at The Prague Biennale and Re-Connecting Arts Festival, at
ToBeAntwerp Festival and The Athens Dance Video Film Festival. April 28th
2022 it will be broadcasted at the Dance Museum in Stockholm.
More information: www.annaholter.com

“The situation of restrictions is not only giving us boundaries but force us to find
solutions of working with them, transform them to something else, something new
maybe even find a comfort zone within them. In that sense the current regulations
force us to be imaginative, creative, it maybe funnily enough somehow makes us
stronger. At least for a while. It forces us to connect in other ways that
wouldn’t have come across our mind else wise!” (Anna Holter)

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 1: SPACES

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 2: TOGETHER

SUNDAY 24th 18.00

MONDAY 25th 18.00

PIZZICA SUL TAVOLO

WEHNU SAÏ

Directors: Xanthi Moysidou & Alexia Maikidou-Poutrino
Greece – 5’ 09

Director: Mitchell Rose
USA – 3’ 58

ON MENDING

REASONABLE ADJUSTMENTS

Co-directors: Emilie Leriche & Shawn Fitzgerald /

Dancers: Shawn Fitzgerald Ahern, Emilie
Louise Leriche, Stephanie Amurao,
Alexandria Nicole Clair,
Miguel Duarte & Dario Rigaglia
Italy – 14’ 55

Director: Anna Macdonald /
Dancers: John Mills & Sophie Powell
UK – 5’ 21

REPLY TO ME

IN REACH

Director: Yijing Lin / Dancers: Yijing Lin,
Ziyan Huang, Ruomei Lai
China – 9’ 44

Director: Tina Kambour / Dancer: Natasha
Abu Fadel, Mayu Nagano, Felipe Ramirez,
Donnelle Sellers II & Claire Swanson
USA – 4’ 31

CITY ARCS
Director: Kaspars Bondars / Dancers: Anete Klapkalne, Sabīne Neilande, Jānis Putniņš, Nauris Miķelis Goba & Aigars Larionovs
Latvia – 11’ 15

WALKS WITH ME
Director: Kati Kallio / Dancers: Elina Hyvärinen, Jukka Tarvainen,
Ervi Sirén & Marjukka Savolainen Finland – 10’ 47

SEEN
Director: Kim Moran / Dancers: Angela Todaro
& Harlequin Curio
USA – 5’ 25

SEETHER
Directors: Alex Maness
& Jim Havercamp /
Dancer: James Morrow
USA – 8’

RESET
Directed and edited
by Nicola Hepp

REFRACTION

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 3: STORIES

Director: Damien Bourletsis /
Dancers: Jordan Malfoy,
Fabien Faucil & Colas Lardeau
FRANCE – 11’

TUESDAY 26th 18.00

CUCKOO SONG

WATER & MAN
Directors: Rob Heaslip &
Katrina Mcpherson
UK – 7’48

Director: James Copeman
UK – 5’ 40

THIS IS WHERE I
WANT TO BE

WHEN THE NIGHT FALLS
Director: Kimmo Leed / Dancers: Virpi
Juntti, Jenni Nikolajeff, Pia Liski,
Tommi Haapaniemi & Jukka Tarvainen
Finland – 10’

Director: Troels Hansen / Artistic Director
& Choreographer: Julie Schmidt Andreasen /
Dancers: Dorte Frøkiær, Inge Brink Nielsen,
Lene Lykke Fugl, Marianne Ilnæs,
Mette Løgstrup, Tamara Martyna
Banet Fornal & Tove Friis
Denmark – 8’24

BASKETBALL PLAYER DANCES
Director: Blue Ka Wing / Dancer: Wilfred Wong
Hong Kong – 4´18

CONFINED,
STILL BOUNDLESS
Director: Lauri Walter Schreck /
Dancers: Riikka Kosola &
Lauri Walter Schreck
Finland – 9’ 03

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 4: YOU & ME
WEDNESDAY 27th 18.00

STAVROPOL
Director: Andrew Margetson /
Dancers: Irina Kononova, Anna
Vishnyakiova, Anna Kozlovskaya,
Julia Korobeynikova, Maria Esakova
& Ekaterina Zvyaginceva
UK – 4’ 14

FIST
Director: Thomas Bos / Dancers: Rein
Luuring & Sarah Moeremans
Netherlands – 13’

ANTHI
Director: Iqbal Barkat / Dancer: Anandavalli
Australia – 9´41

LET GO
Director: Zo Jankovics / Dancers: Júlia Júlia Gaál & András Engelmann
Austria – 5’49

VOID
Director: Claire Marshall /
Dancer: Erin O’Rourke
Australia – 15’

PICKNICK
Directors: Verena Billinger & Sebastian
Schulz / Dancers: Sakurako Awano,
Magdalena Dzeco, Camilla Fiumara
& Challenge Gumbodete
Germany – 3’ 47

SONG OF SONGS
Director: Douglas Rosenberg
USA – 19’

TA MARA
Director: Iwona Pasińska
Poland – 10’

FIGMENT
Director: Delia Hou /
Dancers: Fernando Rodriguez,
Clara Silveira & Delia Hou
Argentina – 3’ 58

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 5: DISTANCE

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION 6: LOCATIONS

THURSDAY & FRIDAY 28TH - 29TH 11.00-17.00 AT DANSMUSEET

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 30TH - 1ST 11.00-17.00 AT DANSMUSEET

THEY DANCE WITH
THEIR HEADS
Director: Thomas Corriveau
Canada – 6’27

EXHALE
Director: Moniek Van Der Kallen /
Dancer: Alicia Verdú Macián
Netherlands – 5’48

SEEK/AFTER
RADIX 2
Director: Cristiano Leone /
Dancers: Iratxe Ansa & Igor Bacovich
Italy – 6’ 12

Director: Sean Dorsey /
Dancers: Sean Dorsey, Nol Simonse,
Raúl Torres-Bonilla & Will Woodward
USA – 3’12

REFLECTIONS
Director: Fotis Skourletis /
Dancers: Aris Balis & Katerina Papandreou
Greece – 10’

VACCUM
Director: Edya Stern / Dancers: Alma Livne,
Bertwin Ravi D’souza, Cecilia Bartolino, Dora
Schembri, Edya Stern, Eleni Papaioannou, Hayato
Yamaguchi, Hoyoung Im, Karen Fantasia, Koral
Peleg, Kiryat, Kyra Jean Green, Lia Ujčič, Nadja
Häussler, Olivia Bouis, Sanusi Deji, Oworonshoki, Spencer Everett

WAIT A MINUTE
Director: Marta Renzi /
Dancer: Selina Shida Hack
USA – 3’38

Israel – 9’20

TRUE SOUND FAÇADE
Director: Laura N-Tamara / Dancer: Kino
McHugh
UK – 2’30

TOKYO ’20
Director: Yuya Matsutaka / Dancers: Rina
Mizumura, Shota Sotodate & Bucket Drummer
MASA
Japan – 7’23

THE FAREWELL
Director: Kitty Mcnamee /
Dancers: Raymond Ejiofor & Stephanie Kim
USA – 5’26

MELANIN VIBES
Director: Cyrian Reed / Dancers:
Jeffrey Wilson Boykin, Gabriella Bridgmon, Izabella Bridgmon, Desirre Brown,
Shanivan Epps & Semya Ogeare Ogeare
– 3’25

KULTURNATT STOCKHOLM
SCREENING & LIVE BROADCAST
12 DANCE FILMS OF 1-MINUTE SELECTION
SATURDAY 23th 20.00 - 20.30
Kulturnatt Stockholm / The Stockholm Culture Night is the night you can watch different programmes, all free of charge. This year ScreenDance Festival are contributing again with 12 dance films of the 1-Minute Selection. From 20.00 until 20.30 you
will able to watch the films and then access a Live Broadcast Q&A conversation with
the filmmakers Jennifer Scully-Thurston, Uladzimir Slizhyk, Serena Panariti, Sanne
Clifford, Jen Guy Metcalf, Ekaterina Ignatova, Terry Araujo, Francesca Santamaria,
Pernille Spence, Oluwaseun Usman, Cyrill Durigon, Blas Payri & Darren Johnson.

DEOXIDIZATION
Directors: Ekaterina Ignatova
& Terry Araujo
Dancer: Ekaterina Ignatova
Ecuador – 1’

SHIFTING TOOLS

Follow this link to watch the films at www.screendancefestival.com
& the live broadcasting

Directors: Francesca Santamaria & Mattia
Cursi / Dancer: Francesca Santamaria
Italy – 1’

UN·FIXED STILL LIFE
OF DOLLY S.
DALÍ... A MICRO EPIC
Director: Jennifer Scully Thurston
USA – 1’

HIGH WINDS &
SLIPPERY SURFACES

SOLO #2

Directors: Pernille Spence,
Corinne Jola & Zoë Irvine
UK– 1’

Director: Uladzimir Slizhyk /
Dancer: Darya Tarasava
Belarus – 1’

A BRIEF INTERRUPTION
IF WHITE IS BODY
Director: Serena Panariti /
Dancer: Matteo Ferraresso
Italy – 1’

MIRROR OF SOULS
Director: Sanne Clifford /
Dancer: Anastasia Kostner
Netherlands – 1’

Director: Jen Guy Metcalf / Dancer: Renay Aumiller USA – 1’

KULTURNATT STOCKHOLM
SCREENING & LIVE BROADCAST
12 DANCE FILMS OF 1-MINUTE SELECTION
SATURDAY 23th 20.00 - 20.30

ENOUGH
Director: Oluwaseun Godwin Usman/
Dancer: Pearse Olufemi
Nigeria – 1’

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Director: Blas Payri /
Dancer: Artemis Sacantani & Peter Jolesch
Spain – 1’

LISTENING TREE
Director: Darren Johnson /
Dancer: Ananya Chatterjea
USA – 1’

VEXOH A MEMORY
CAPSULE
Director: Cyrill Durigon
France – 1’

THE SWAN THAT
REFUSED TO DIE!

SWEDISH SELECTION
FRIDAY 29th 18.00

ADJUSTMENTS
Director: Jo Ehnsiö /
Dancer: Kajsa Nilsson
Sweden – 2 ’30

Director: Jan Palmblad /
Performer: Camilla Klemming
Sweden – 3 ’59

SHE
Director: Emil Dam Seidel /
Dancer: Dorotea Saykaly
Sweden – 7 ’35

REMAIN
Director: Endre Schumicky
Sweden – 12 ’12

SILK PAPER AND BRUISES
Director: Gabriella Engdahl
Sweden – 2 ’25

WE ARE BRIDGES
Directors: Jonny Berg & Sebastian Ruiz
Sweden – 8’

CRE CRE FEM
MOVING GIACOMETTI
Producer: SVT / Producer: Marie Proffit /
Dancers: Silva Poutanen
& Nathanael Plantier
Sweden – 8’

Director: Johanna Milerud /
Dancers: Matilda Hedlund & Angela Arcueno
Sweden – 5 ’09

UNTIL NOW
Directors: Thomas Zamolo &
Freddy Houndekindo /
Dancer: Freddy Houndekindo
Sweden – 6 ’

BREATHING
Director: Fan Luo / Dancers: Lan-Yun Chang & Fan Luo Sweden – 11 ’08

UNTIL THERE IS
Directors: Thomas Zamolo &
Freddy Houndekindo /
Dancer: Freddy Houndekindo
Sweden – 8 ’52

A BATH IN MOTHER’S WOMB
Director: Mona Namer /
Dancers: Mona Namer, Nyat Kibreab,
Fredrik Quiñones, Salomon Mpondo-Dicka,
Mia Hellberg, Timothy Kakeeto, Lamin
Holmén, Amir Ashoor, Kamilla Halid,
Marco Wihlborg & Aline Bennour
Sweden – 10 ’25

SVENSKA FILMSKAPARNA OM
PROCESSEN BAKOM SINA DANSFILMER.
1. Vilket tema undersöker du/ni i er film? /
What theme do you explore in your film?
2. Varför fick du/ni idén i filmen? / Why did you get the idea in the film?
3. Vad genererade rörelsematerialet i filmen? /
What generated the movement material in the film?
4. Vad vill du/ni att vi ska bära med oss när vi sett din/er dansfilm? /
What do you want us to carry with us when we have
seen your dance film?

Jonny Berg och Sebastian Ruiz (We are bridges / Vi är broar)
1.

2.

The film captures the unique and historic moment just before the demolition process
of the bridge began - in the borderland between life and death, renewal and de
construction. In their artistic work, Dance Remainings explores the power of ritualized
actions in a contemporary context. How do we relate to ourselves, each other and
the world we are a part of? We are bridges is a ceremonial work where we say good
bye to the old and welcome the new. Here, human vulnerability is depicted in contrast
to the hard and strong metal and cement structures that hold the bridge.
The film talks about community, identity and hope for a better future. The bridge
has a prominent role both as scenography and as a symbol of something that
unites and connects.
In the summer of 2021, the new Hisingsbron was inaugurated in public at the same
time as the old Götaälv bridge was to be demolished without attention. There was
a strong movement in Gothenburg that wanted to preserve the Götaälv bridge and
transform it into a green city park. However, the proposal was rejected by
politicians after a long battle. We wanted to create a dance event on the bridge
as a dignified closing ceremony and as a comment on how we build our cities, look
at the city’s history and architecture; about accessibility, sustainability and belonging
in the society we live in. The work serves as a memorial to the bridge, its historical
and social significance and as a tribute to all the workers who have made it possible
to build a better city.

3. Millions of people have crossed the bridge during those 84 years, thousands every
day, different nationalities, different stories, different subjectivities and human
destinies. This was one of the main ideas to generate movement in the film. The
performers worked with the idea of ”being moved” by all of those who had crossed
the bridge through its lifetime. How would it feel for them to be trespassed by all
these stories as they are standing on the same bridge? The choreography is also
based and inspired on ancestral ritualistic practices of certain cultures with the idea
of mobilizing energy and creating the power to clean the past and affect the future.
4. We believe dance carries many secrets and that in movement lies the answers to
many of the human dilemmas. We wish to share a mystery, a question almost
answered not by us but by the spectator itself.

Endre Schumicky (Remain)
1.
2.

3.
4.

Grief.
I was going through grief. I could not think. I had to be! I had to embody an aspect
of mine to be able to face it, and then to release it. I allowed my mind to stay behind
and I gave the stirring wheel to my body. To fully experience one thread of your
identity can serve you with insight. A door opens towards understanding. Once you
are able to observe it, you can detach from that identification. You can let it go.
Once you are free of form, you are a clear space where your thoughts and emotions
are passing through.
The state of grief. Not being able to understand and also the will to do so.
Information that needed to be manifested into physicality to be able to coop with
the situation.
I have absolutely no way of knowing that. Your experience is only yours! But I’m
always truly happy to hear about your journey, if you are willing to share.

Jo Ehnsiö (Adjustments)
1.

We wanted to make a movie for everyone who has made adjustments these two
years of pandemic. We wanted to make a movie for our audience that we couldn’t
meet and reach due to the circumstances. To all of us that were struggling and
making adjustments all the time. But also, a reminder that there is hope and that
we are stronger than we think.

2.

We get to follow a woman and her struggles, adjustments, but also hope?
Like a glimpse of moments. Of her life. We get a peek.

3.

It is both small movements, close into the camera and bigger movements further
away. The movements are sometimes detailed, slow but also large and with volume.

4.

I hope that you felt something, what you felt is up to you. I hope you let go.
I hope the dancer in the movie captured you.

3.

The film was based on a solo by Dorotea. Inspired by the novel of Clarice
Lispector, The Passion According to G.H., the solo revolved around identity and
doubt. Manifested through movement, distortion and an interview with a
phantom interrogator, the original work proposed looking at a questioning body
through a female lens. So most of the material is either lent or adjusted from there.

4.

Whatever the audience will take away from the film is valid. Perhaps they
question their ways connecting or from what they build their sense of self.
What gets lost with technology. Who is the person in the echo chamber.
What happens when we mistake that person for our real self.

Jan Palmblad (The Swan that refused to die!)
1.
2.

The sadness of dying, the strength of living

3.

The choreography was improvised during the shooting and the idea was the
movement should express power, despair and hope.

4.

Sadness and hope.

Pavlova’s famous swan is a masterpiece. A masterpiece must be challenged over
and over again. And rewritten to match the eye of new audiences.

Emil Dam Seidel (She)
1.
2.

We would say isolation, persona and technology.
The film is an adaptation from an original solo dance show by Dorotea Saykaly.
The idea arose when we were experiencing a lot of our work getting cancelled or
postponed due to the then new pandemic. We wanted to make a film that addressed
the isolation we were both experiencing, but didn’t want it to be a work about covid.
- So we tried to create a world on a more universal sense of isolation - the isolation
that has been creeping in between us all through the last decade. The black mirror.
We felt that Dorotea’s solo and especially the speaking sequence from it could be
adapted in a way that would allow us to investigate the at the time emotional state
of our society in a cinematic form.

Gabriella Engdahl (Silk Paper and Bruises)
1.
2.

Silk Paper and Bruises is exploring norms and expectations in the dance industry.

3.

The Movement material came both from exploring the limited possibilities of the
barbie dolls and thinking about the rhythm of stop-motion, dance, text and space.

4.

I hope to evoke conversation about how bodies are represented and talked
about in the dance industry since.

I got the idea partly from my own experiences of dealing with body-related
issues when studying to become a professional dancer. While developing the idea
I became interested in the symbolic meanings of the Barbie dolls and the
everyday objects I used a lot while training.

SVT & Marie Proffit (Moving Giacometti)
The film wishes to provide a creative encounter between visual art and dance,
between sculptures and moving bodies, but also between two dance styles that
rarely meet on stage. It creates a playful and visual dialogue, a contrast between art
forms rather than a mere dance illustration of the sculptural work.
Dance in museums creates a visual and sensorial dialogue between art pieces and the
dancers’ bodies. It casts a new light and new perspectives on artists and art forms.
It refreshes and surprises, invites us to look beyond our set ideas while we indulge
in the beauty of two art forms meeting. In its essence, dance in museums can make
dance more democratic, beyond the stage. In recent years, the phenomena of dance
in museums has become a recognised expression and films have helped to convey
this artform wider.
The remarkable exhibition dedicated to Alberto Giacometti displayed at Moderna Museet in 2021 explored the work of the artist and his connections with writers (Beckett,
Bataille and Genet). At the centre of his work as a sculptor and painter is the human
body. Looking at these figures, captured in absolute stillness or caught in the middle
of a path, we always find ourselves imagining what their next movement would have
been. His sculptures make us crave for movement. As part of SVT Dance Shorts
series, we have created a new dance film inviting one ballet dancer and one voguing
dancer to respond to the sculptures with their choreographic language with a simple
brief: What if these sculptures could move? What would be their next movement?
What if dance could liberate the model? To reveal the image and the movement that
are not yet visible.
The dancers/choreographers invited, Silva ’Prodigy’ Poutanen (Finland/Sweden)
and Nathanaël Plantier (France) are active in the fields of ballet and voguing, two
seemingly opposed dance styles, with ballet being the traditional representation of
‘high culture’ and voguing coming from a grassroot black queer movement in Harlem.
Vertical and sculptural, both styles exhale a high sense of dignity and nobility, two
qualifications that come to mind when looking at Giacometti’s figures. Both styles are
also strikingly visual and convey emotions beyond words and concepts, in the same
manner as Giacometti’s figures can sometimes move us to tears, in their depiction
of a silent, yet resilient vision of humanity. As an example, women in Giacometti’s
sculptures are always almost still and constricted. Depicted like gigantic or minuscule
goddesses, their postures impress and establish a distance with the viewer, as they
did with the artist. The virtuosic arm and leg gesture at work in voguing would create
a striking contrast with these figures, by allowing these still figures to liberate their
limbs, the time of a dance. The postures of the sculptures were used as a starting or a
finishing point by the dancers in building their choreography.
First a sense of playfulness and joy of course! But also the possibility to look at
inanimate objects around us (like sculptures) as potential dance partners, to
imagine the choreography contained in everything that surrounds us.

Thomas Zamolo och Freddy Houndekindo
(Until Now) & (Until There Is)
1, 2, 3 ,4 The film project including Until Now and Until There IS is a diptych that
captures the encounter between a dancer and a musician. In this meeting dance,
music and camera are in negotiation with their immediate environment. The resulting
dialogue is a direct acknowledgment and investigation of particular ecosystems in
conjunction with the human condition. Dancing here is understood as an interrelation,
at once viscerally logical while simultaneously non-deterministic, a means to establish
a vital form of kinship.Similarly, in our collaboration with the composers and musicians, we had the desire to highlight each instrument’s sonic particularity and relation
to the given space in which it finds itself. The double bass and trumpet whisper, colour, punctuate and counterpoint. They provide a sense map, guiding the eye through
the ear, to reconsider how we are in relation to our world.

Fan Luo (Breathing)
1.

The dance film Breathing presents a couple in a long-term relationship. It draws
on the action of breathing to insinuate the importance of each other in the
relationship. The coexistence of exhalation and inhalation represents a balanced
relationship. It is also an interpretation of the theme of love.

2.

The dance film world premiered on the A Lover’s Concerto digital platform,
organized by Hong Kong City Contemporary Dance Company. According to the
theme of love, creators need to create a duet for the commissioned work.
As a result, I first thought of using the ten-year relationship with my beloved
wife as the starting point for the film.

3.

Our different states of each stage generate the movement material for the work.
The work consists of four steps to express the four states in the long-term
accompanying relationship. From different backgrounds, we applied the various
movement materials and ideas to present the association and state of the two at
that time. The first stage: Touching, skin contact, smearing of the body, and
occasionally joint manipulation express the initial phase of acquaintance and
exploration and attempts to influence each other. The second stage: It used
mirroring, imitation, and moving in unison. The third stage: It adopted the idea of
keeping the kiss between the performers all the time while moving and
changing the shapes in space. However, the limitation also makes movements
unable to be smooth, and sometimes there is a bumpy feeling. This way of
designing and arranging also foreshadows the state of conflict in the coming
stage. The fourth stage: It used the movement elements of accelerating, sliding,
and whipping to interact with the space between two, improvising and responding
based on each other’s moves and traveling paths to achieve a sense of conflict.

4.

We expect the audience to feel that it’s essential to keep breathing and find
balance in a long-term relationship. It can have many different interpretations in
detail. In the existence of love, the most important thing is to cherish and enjoy
it, especially the people around you and the other half with you. The water
element in work symbolizes escape or another world. In real life, water can give us
a sense of relief and sobriety, but it can also make us suffocate without breathing.

Johanna Milerud (Cre Cre Fem)
1.

Jag ville undersöka och försöka förstå vad det innebär av att vara kvinna i en
kreativ värld där kvinnor fortfarande faller i skuggan av en man. I ett samhälle där
kvinnor blir uppfostrade till att se varandra som hot istället för tillgångar.

2.

Jag hade nog gått runt och tänkt på det ett tag, men jag skulle nog säg att idén
formades efter ett samtal jag hade med en annan ung, kreativ, tjej över några
glas cava. Vi kom in på samtalsämnet och delade våra erfarenheter och åsikter.
När jag kom hem den natten var jag sjukt inspirerad och skrev ett manus och
gjorde en projektbeskrivning och sen var projektet igång.

3.

Jag har bakgrund inom både dans och film, så jag hade alltid velat göra en dansfilm.
Jag gillar att jobba mycket med improvisation, speciellt kontaktimprovisation,
för jag tycker det finns en närvaro och energi i första gången man gör någonting,
om det så är i blickar eller rörelse.

4.

Jag hoppas att det sätter igång en självreflektion över hur man ser andra
kvinnliga kreatörer och vad man väljer att se.

Mona Namer & Sofia Aedo Zahou
(A Bath In My Mother’s Womb)
1.

A Bath In My Mother’s Womb is an experimental dance short-film that explores
the stages of birth, chaos and stillness.

2.

The plot is inspired by the biological metamorphosis transformation that takes
place in the cocoon from caterpillar to butterfly, a metaphor for how essential
introspection and harmony are, for both nature and mankind to have the
opportunity to heal and be reborn.

3.

In a fusion of the dance styles Hip Hop, House and Modern, the movement
explores concepts such as identity, vulnerability, struggle, exhaustion, dreams,
the collective and balance.

4.

I guess I really want people who watch it to tune into the film realm for
10 minutes and just be in the moment.
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